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First week in EBS
Before flying there, there
will already be some contacts with the university
via your email. This includes offering you a
shuttle bus from Frankfurt
airport to your place. This
will cost about 15 Euros.

your email and facebook
group). Out of those lists,
important ones are getting
your ID card and registering your address.
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ID card costs you 110 Euros and is very important
because it would also be
your travel ticket card
within the area around
EBS until Frankfurt. This
means that you can go to
Frankfurt as many times
as you want!

The first week is one of
the busiest week ever.
There are lists of things
you need to do (which all
will be informed through

There will be a german intensive class offered before the semester starts
which is free of charge. I
recommend you to take
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Warning!! You should not
arrive there on Sunday.
Everything will be closed.

the class as it would help
with your daily life like doing grocery shopping.
Workers at supermarket
tend not to understand
and speak English.

EBS Business School

Course Registration
EBS courses are unusual.
Some of the courses are
called Module, which students have to register for
2 courses, total of 6 credits. On the other hand,
some courses are only a
single course (they call it
stand-alone course)
which are 3 credits. Note
that no matter how many
credits you earned for 1
subject, students can
transfer to only 3 TBS
credits.
EBS schedules are also
random. They don’t have
a fixed schedule like TBS.
So in one subject you
might have class on
Monday, Tuesday in one
week and on Thursday in
the other week. You
might have to carefully
organize all your courses
you want to register.
Around a week before
university opened, EBS

will allow student to
register for preferred courses. If
the classes are
overloaded, staffs
will randomly select
students out of the
course. Good luck!
For withdrawal period, students can
withdraw courses
before THIRD class
without any W on
your transcript only.

Studying at EBS
Most of EBS courses do
not have any midterm
exam. Some are 100% final exam, while some have
partial assignments and
final exam.
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Most of assignments are
group works. We recommend you to work with local students, you can learn
German working standard.
Professors emphasize students to learn from real
business practices, in order to develop student’s
skills.
As for a writing exam, it
emphasizes on conceptualized more than memorized. However, you must
be aware of time limitation.
One point means one
minute. It means that you
should allocate time for
each question properly.
Get to the point!

EBS Business School

School Activities
EBS Symposium

School Parties

One of the most important school event
of the year where most of EBS students
are looking forward to. The EBS Symposium is an economic congress organized
solely by students of the EBS Universität
für Wirtschaft und Recht and it is one of
the biggest collegiate events in Germany
with 1000+ participants each year.

EBS offers many school parties which
mostly are held in the school main campus. For example, opening and closing
semester party, halloween party, EBS Oktoberfest! Basically they turn the school
cafeteria in to a CLUB!!!!

Other school activities

During the Symposium, various events
take place on the campus. Besides topical speeches of renowned people, the
participants also have the opportunity to
visit the Recruiting Fair in order to get in
contact with companies. The compa-

nies are for example, the Big Four audit firms, McKinsey&Company,
Deutsche Bank, Morgan Stanley, Boston Consulting Group, Aston Martin
Ltd., Bloomberg Television, etc.

EBS can offer various job opportunities
so they claim that all the students after
graduated should be employed also with
higher salary comparing with the average
graduated business school students.
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First, this is because EBS is the private
school while most universities in Germany are public, meaning that the students in Germany do not need to pay for
their tuition fee anymore.
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Second, the school has a lot of great
network through many top companies in
the whole Europe which the reputation of
the EBS is very well recognized. The top
companies frequency held the Company
Presentation to present about the job description and to offer the students both
internship and job opportunities.
“If

you are looking for the business
school with great network and great

Lifestyle of
the exchange
student in
Germany
In Germany, Frankfurt
is well known on their
transportation. Convenient train system and
Frankfurt airport is one
of the most busy airport in Europe!
So our passion is to
“TRAVEL”

“It took us one
hour to get to
Frankfurt Main
train station from
the university which
from there you can
go to anywhere in
EUROPE! ”

“If you enjoy
traveling, Germany is
one of the best choice
for you!”
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“EBS 101” basic knowledge of life in EBS
1) Everything is closed on
Sunday!
2) The taxi is not that bad
when you are in emergency!
3) The cost of living is pretty
expensive so do not overspend!
4) Some wines and beers
are cheaper than Coke!
This is true!!!

Travel is basically the
thing we enjoy the most
while we were there. We
got a chance to travel to
many countries and cities
around Europe.
Even though there is no
class attendance BUT we
never miss the class for
travel! If we are free for five
days in a roll, then we
would take those opportunities to travel around.

5) Alcohol is cheap so do
not drink too much!
6) Beer is good and cheap
so try all!
7) If you plan to live in
Oestrich Winkel, there is
nothing to do here except
visiting beautiful vineyard
area around EBS and the
pretty Rhine river. Recommended for those who
looks for peaceful, nice little town.
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